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ARTICLE 

Comparison of image classification methods using IKONOS image for identifying land cover 
attributes of logged over forest area in Yambaru， Okinawa Island 

Noor Janatun Naim Binti JEMALIいぺMasamiSHIBA紳 andAzita Ahmad ZAWAWt 

Noor ]anatun Naim Binti ]EMALI， Masami SHlBA and Azita Ahmad ZAWAWI : Comparison of image 

classification methods using IKONOS image for identifying land cover attributes of logged over 

forest area in Yambaru， Okinawa Island. J. Jpn. For. Eng. Soc. 28(1): 99~ 105，2013. Yambaru covers 
about 340km2 and it is the only subtropical evergreen broad-leaves forest located in the northem part of Okinawa 

Island in ]apan. The area is well-known on its diverse and high density of flora and fauna species. However， since 
1970 this forest was severely threatened by extensive clear cutting activity for chip wood production and 

construction materials. Such activity should be monitored in order to maintain our precious and healthy forest 

ecosystem function. High resolution satellite imagery of IKONOS was仕emendouslyproved and practical to use in 

forestry application including monitoring and management aspects. Therefore， for inventory and assessment 
purposes detailed map on vegetation covers and land use types are highly demanded. For that reason， an IKONOS 
image was scrutinized in this study to detect and quantify vegetation and land use types focused on a small part of 

clear】cutforest in Yambaru and its surrounding. Two classification methods were compared and the outcome from 

the classification procedures showed that pixel-based approach gav巴moreaccurat巴resultthan object戸based

classification technique with the accuracy of 83.70% and 81.30% respectively. Four main land cover types were 
detected namely Castanopsis sieboldeii forest， mixed broadleaf forest， barren or clear-cut訂 eaand forest road 

Keywords : IKONOS， classification， vegetation， harvest activit児島 Yambaru

ノルジャナトンナイムピンティジャマリ・芝正己・アジタアハマドザワウイ:IKONOS画像を用いた島嶋

沖縄ヤンバル地域の森林伐採跡地における土地被覆分類法の比較開森利学誌28(1): 99~105 ， 2013. 島興

沖縄本島の北部に位置するヤンパル地域には，我が国唯一の亜熱帯常緑広葉樹林が広がる。森林面積は約

340km'におよび極めて多様な動植物相が存在する。一方， 1970年代から皆伐による森林伐採が実施されチ

ップ材や型枠用土木資材として利用されている。貴重な森林生態系を健全に維持しつつ，収穫作業を行う

ためには，森林変化のモニタリングが不可欠である。 IKONOSに代表される高解像度衛星画像データは，森

林管理やモニタリング、への活用が期待されており，すでに土地利用や植生被覆の詳細な地図化に用いられ

資源調査や評価に活用されて来た。本研究は，ヤンパル地域で実施された小面積伐採地における植生被覆

状況を， IKONOS画像データを用いて抽出することを試みた。スダジイ，広葉樹混交林，裸地，林道の土地

被覆4属性について，ピクセル及びオブジェクト単位の画像解析を行い， 分類精度を比較した。その結果，

ピクセル単位では83.70%，オブジェクト単位では81.30%の全体精度であり，ピクセル単位の分類法でより

高い精度が得られることが明らかとなった。

キーワード:IKONOS，分類，植生，収穫作業，ヤンパル
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1. Introduction 

Sixty-six percent over 24 mi11ion hectares of ]apan was 

covered by forest area and the only subtropical forest 

formation of the coun廿ywas res仕ictedat the southwest 

island of the Ryukyu chain， inc1uding the Yambaru forest of 

Okinawa Island (的.Although Yambaru only covers 0.1 

percent (about 340km) of ]apan's forest， this woodland is 

well-known for its species richness and high density of f10ra 

and fauna (8， 1乃.Historically in 1970， timber harvesting by 

c1ear felling method had severely threatened forest 

environment and ecological settings where timber was 

utilized extensively in making woodchip and cons仕uction

materials. As industrial sectors developed and cities 

expended， demand for forest products remains high yet it 

白usedan unbalance condition of forl白 treso町cesaf6配 tedby 

也.eshor句geof timber supply. In order to improve domestic 

timber supply changes in forest management system are 

required加 satisfysocial value of Okinawa people in generaL 

Therefore， rl回 our田 monitoringand forest assessment are也e

important factors to be consider in maintaining forest 

r白ourcesupply towards sustainable forl出tmanagement and 

utilization. 

The capabilities of remote sensing technology are well-

known globally inc1uding for fores仕ypractices. This is an 

e宜ectivesolution to assess forest environmental 

c凶rac俊 市町 mainlyin forl回tmoni初出19，spatial planning， 

∞nservation and urban forl白 tdevelopment Scientific u田 ge

of this approach is inαeasing rapid1y and it became eminen白

and sui凶 lein extracting physical characteristic白pecia11yin 

det配 tingland cover and vegetation chang白ぱ仕leforest (2， 

5，10). 

Nowadays， various satellite data were utilized in forest 

monitoring inc1uding a high resolution image from区ONOS

and QuickBird. In remote sensing， spatial resolution of an 

image is an essential consideration in selecting image 

processing method to be used based on user's specific 

objective (1乃.High spatial resolution data relatively 

anticipa舵d出atclass出回.tionaoαrracyof land cover付pewill

improve accordingly. Tremendous methods回 nbe used加

class耐animage depends on田pabilitiesoffered by so鼠iVare

providers. There are several suggested c1assification 

techniques 白 pro田ssa very high resolution (VHR) image 

data (<10meter). Among them are multiple agent of 

segmentation and c1assification， object-based analysis， 

decision tree， Principle Component Analysis (PCA)， 

Maximum Likelihood (MLC) and hybrid c1assification 

]. ]pn. For. Eng. Soc. 28 (1) 2013 

methods (10， 20， 21). 

Pixel-based or spec仕aloriented c1assi五cationmethod is a 

traditional and main approach offered by plentiful image 

analysis softwares. It c1assify image based on statistical 

analysis of individual pixel and yet it is sti11 an adoptable 

technique in c1ass地主19forest areaヲlanduse， land cover and 

vegetation changes. Within this method， the Maximum【

likelih∞d algori出mwas an example of the most widely used 

and selected approach where it often produces the b田tresult 

(7， 4， 13). In recent ye訂s，application and usage of object-

based or polygon oriented c1assification had increased as 

several studies exposed a better c1assification accuracy 

compared to the traditional pixel-based c1assification 

technique (3). This approach consider both spectral and 

spatial information of texture and form of an image object 

ex仕actedfrom segmentation analysis compared to pixel-

based approach which on1y c1assify an image by a soli匂巧r

pixeL 

Many studies showed the output from image c1assi五.cation

method for VHR image data were proven applicable and 

practical to use in forestry aspect PLANTIER et al.， (13) 

adopted several c1assi五回tiontec凶lqU白伯区ONOSimageω 
get an overview of for，回tcover characterization in PortugaL 

In ]apan， investigation of obj配t-basedc1assi五田.tionmethod 

using VHR image was done by SHIBA and ITAYA (16) on 

forest land use s仕uc加reto ass回senvironmental change in 

Mie prefecture. YUAN and BAUER (21) had demonstrated仕le

e宜ectivenessof object-based with per pixel Maximum 

likelihood c1assi五cationwi出QuickBirdimage for Minn白 0句

町 banc1assi五cation.Their study showed that produoer包and

user's aむ叩racymαeasedfor impervious surface object】based

approach. Classification outputs， statisti回 1acαracyadded 

with good scientific knowledge and interpretation are the 

valuable information for fOD白 tmanagers and s包keholdersin 

helping them to m北eforest decision particularly to realize the 

best forest management s仕ategyin order to fu1fi11 e∞nOilllc 
and social demand of吐le∞m町.

Therewe閃 manystudi白 fo印 S部 onbotany and eむologyof 

f10ra and fauna in Yambaru forest， but less訂eknown on 

post-harvest evaluation and vegetation recovery through 

remote sensing analysis technique. Therefore this study 

aimed to clari方land∞Iverat凶buteand vege匂.tions仕uc加re

by comparing the effectiveness between pixel-based and 

object-based c1assification methods focused in small part of 

logged over forl白 tin Yambaru area. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Study Area 

The study was located at the most northern part of 

Okinawa Island (Fig. 1 (a)) ， specifically in a small part of 

logged over forest in Kunigami municipality of Yambaru 

forest (Fig. 1 (b)). Yambaru consists of three municipalities 

namely Ogimi， Higashi and Kunigami. Kunigami stretches 

about 190km
2 
with a small population of less than 6，000 

residents. It has a subtropical climate with annual 

tempera加reand rainfall of 22.3
0

C and 2，827mm respectively. 
Throughout the year between Jun and October， s廿ongwinds 

with intense rainfall臼 usebyTyph∞nsare frequently hit出1S

area.白羽nopsissieboldii was found as the dominant sp巴Cles
of白isarea and the forest is well-known of its divlぽ"sespe(li白

and high density of f10ra and fauna such as red list bird 
species of Dendrocopos noguchii and GalliraJ1us 0ゐnawae.
τotal area of the study site was 23ha and it encompa回目a

mixture of subtropical forest仕eespecies and forest road 

networks (Fig. 1 (c)). Generally，仕letopography of this area 

was in a steep and rugged terrain with elevation ranges 

roughly up to 250m. Research area consist of two timber 

harvesting sit白 embracedof 1.39ha and 4.59ha which has 

been logged with clear-cutting method in winter season in 

year 2006 and 2007 respectively. Total harvested area and 

凶nbersp配 i白 arelisted in Table 1. 

2.2 Image Data 

区ONOSis the world first high-resolution泊 tellitelaunched 

a) 
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and operated by U.S Space Imaging Corporation. The泊 tellite

collects data in four multispec仕albands at 4m resolution as 

well as 1m resolution of panchromatic band. The revisit 

interval of this satellite is at 3 to 4 days off nadir wi出aswath

width of 11km. There are four spectral bands (with 

wavelength range) in m叫tisp配仕alimage include仕rreevisible 

bands; Blue (445-90Onm)， Green (506-595nm)， Red (632-698nm) 

and one infrared channel (757-900nm). A single channel of 

Panchromatic band ranged from 450・900nrnwith a grey sαle 

image. In this study， authors implemented a multispectral 

image produced by IKONOS-2田 telliteacquir吋 on出e6th of 

February 2007 at 2:21 GMT with 1 % cloud ∞Iver. The出lage

was in UTM projection， datum WGS-84 with 4m resolution. 

Image was orthorectified by Japan Space Imaging OSI) and 

interpolated by the cubic convolution method. 

2.3 Field Data 

Latest inventory records of vegetation and species 

dis仕ibution，仕eeheight and elevation data of the de加itearea 

were granted from the Forestry Department of Okinawa 

Prefectural 0旺ice.Accuracy assessments of both 

classi五cationmethods were based on these data sets as well 

as combination of independent interpretation of Inlagery and 

ground survey which was held in December 2011 and 

February 2012. 

2.4 Image analysis 

The aim of image classi五cationis to automatically classify 

all pixels into specific theme of cover classes (9). The 

Figure 1 An overview of (a) Okinawa Island， (b) study site located at Kunigami Village in Yambaru forest and (c) a close up on research area 

Harvest Year 

2006 
2007 

Table 1 List of tree species harvested (ha) in study site 

Area (ha) 

s.ωallidτii D.racemosum Mazedarach c.cα:mphora 
o 1.00 0.20 0.19 

2.27 1.20 0.92 0.20 

Total Area (ha) 

1.39 

4.59 
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se1ections (2). Segmentation phase is followed by classi五cation

process by means to classified segmented object with their 

physica1 properties. In eCognition， there are two basic 

classifiers act as class desαiptor called nearest neighbor and 

白Z可 membership.Before image was classi五edwi出N回r白t-

neighbor a1gorithm severa1 1eve1s of segmentation with 

different sca1e parar田町"Sdeve10ped by BAATZ and ScHAPE 

(2) was t，白tedin this study (Tab1e 2). C1assi五回tionaむcuracy

was done to defined agreement between se1ected reference 

materia1 and classified data. In order to make direct 

comparison between both classification methods， the 

aα町acywas assessed in the same environment where 400 

pixe1s were random1y se1ected and their agreement with 

ground仕uthhas been ana1yzed. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Pixel-based and 0同ect-basedclassification 

Both classi五.cationmethods detected four 1and cover typ白

name1y; Forest 1， For，白t2， bare 紅白 andfon白troad (Fig. 2). 

Tab1e 3 showed the aoαrracy resu1ts for bo吐1classification 

methods tetsed. Assessment between ground survey and 

reference data had detected Forest 1 as Csieboldeii forest， 

For，田t2wasre∞g由edas a mixed broadleaf fon田t.In pixe1-

based， to匂1of overall aα田ヨcywas reported at 83.7% with 

KappaCoe出cientof 0.79. 

Four 1eve1 of segmentation were de1ineated企omthe defined 

sca1e parameters in object-based classi五cationmethod (Fig. 3) 

and the de匂i1sof statistica1 output were presented in Tab1e 4. 

From acquired 1eve1 t白 ted，1eve1 3 showed the most sui也b1e

classification for 1and ∞Iver type detection compared to other 
1eve1s. To凶 overal1aα町 acyand Kappa coe茄cientusing this 

method were 81.3% and 0.76 r，白P配tive1y.

In general， pixe1時basedapproach gives mo閃 accurateresu1t 

as the average v'配 torand covarian白 ma凶oesare es出mted

with the higher accuracy. Csieboldeii forest covers about 

51.8% of tota1 research area whi1e 16.6% was detected as 

mixed broadleaf forest. Forest road and bare 紅白werefound

at 11.2% and 20.4 % from tota1 research area respective1y. 

Compared to the previous data of timber harvesting he1d in 

Table 2 Four level of segmentation run with different scale 
parameter 

Smoothness and compactness 
0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

ρしり一

2

2

2

2

b
一0

0

0

o

cJ
一

Scale parametぽ
10 
20 
30 
40 

traditiona1 method of pixe1田basedclassi五cationconsists of 

supぽvisedand unsupervised a1gorithm. It us白 pixe1-by-pixe1

spectra1 information as the basis of automated 1and cover 

cla部 出 回.tion.Different feature type of 1andむoverperformed 

by this method was a resu1t from combination of digita1 

numbers by mu1tispectra1 image based on its inherent 

spec回 1emi回n田 andreflec伽 ceprop的自.Generally， most 

of pixe1-based resu1t was a paper-and【sa1timage even with 

some∞nfusion classi五回tion.

Two steps were run wi白血出isapproach. Firstly， in order to 

monitor and meas町evegetation ∞Iver of the study ar回， a

Normalized Differen白 VegetationIndex例DVl)was app1ied 

to the image data. This is a s回ldardmethod in comparing 

vegetation greenness of satellite image. NDVI index va1ue 

range from凶1.0to 1.0， negative va1ue indicates non-vegetated 

area and higher index va1ue is the indication of a hea1thy 

vegetation ωIver. NDVI is白 lωlatedby a ratio of例IR-RED)/

(NIR+RED) bands (12). In出lSS加匂vegetationindex of the 

area were range from -0.77 to 0.43. In the second stage， a 

supervised classification by Maximum-1ike1ihood a1gorithm 

was app1ied. Image was ana1yzed using ENVI software 

package version 4.7 by rτ寸Visua1Information Solution. 

Pr，配:edingclassi五回.tionme出odwas compared白 ano同配t-

based approach. This method was first introduced from 

Germany by Definien ln1aging inぱ:Ognitionsoftware (1). The 

mam con白 ptof this method is to interpret an image by its 

meanm俳 10同ectwi白出仕mutua1relationship. It considers 

spec回 1，form or shape， size， tex加reand context of an image 

in classification process. Segmentation is the first and 

important phase which in出lSproc白 shomogenous image 

object was extracted wi出inthe d白 iredreso1ution on different 

sca1e parameters.回erarchi伺 1ne町orkof image obj配twas

αeated where upper 1eve1 image segments represent a small 

sca1e 0同町tand vice versa. Based on image objects， p伊戸仰Iroぬ州b削1ems

Oぱfmu叫11t出iおso叩u汀舵r町ced白at匂af白u応悶S乱10∞n1おstack1ed by enab1ing paralle1 

eva1uation of image information of a訂rbiぬu仕.官ys叩ou町r白 .Three 

f白actor路'sweぽ:reU邸se吋din segmentation t加os剖uitimage with rea1 

wor1d data name1y 1) s回lepar釘neter，2) co1or or shape and 3) 

smoothness and compac加ess.Sca1e parameter defines the 

maximum allowab1e heterogeneity of the object and it direct1y 

influen白S出eaverage of image object. Shape αiteria he1p in 

avoiding企ョcta1shaping while co1or criteria define per，白n阻ge

of spectra1 va1ue of the image 1ayer contribute to 

homogeneity image. The higher shape criteria， the 1ess 

spectra1 homogeneity influence the object generation. If出e

shape αiteria va1ue is more than 0， user can determine either 

obj配tCaIl become耐nged(compact) or sm∞th based on user 
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Forest road 

Forest 1 

Forest 2 

Bare area 

Figure 2 Image results obtained by pixel-based (left) and polygon-based (right) classification approaches 
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Table 3 ProducerAfs and UserAfs accuracy result for classified image of both pixel-based and object-based classification image analysis 

PlX巴l-based Object-based Classification Method 

Class Type Producer's Accuracy (%) User's Accuracy (%) Producer's Accuracy (%) User's Accuracy (%) 
Forest 1 

Forest2 

Bare area 

Forest road 

Overall accuracy 

87.80 83.72 

80.00 85.98 

82.14 

84.42 

83.70 

92.00 

80.25 

89.19 91.67 

79.31 

85.71 

70.37 

81.30 

92.00 

68.57 

76.0。

Map scale 1 :9500 

Figure 3 Segmentation results obtained from object-based classification method 

2006and2ω7， a declination of 21.5 % of bare 紅白wasfound

in this s加dy.This condition e)中lainedthe effl配 tof replan加g

activity after previous harvesting period and仕eesplanted 

nurtured well even only after 5 to 6 years of replantation. 

Even some仕endsoccurred， both classification techniques 

had showed satisfactory and good aぽ町acyass田smentwith

only small different in Kappa values. Spectral classification 

approach by maximum-likelihood algori也m considers each 

pixel to be classi五edwithout any single pixel left behind. 1t 

quantitatively evaluates both variance and covariance of the 

Table 4 Statistical results including number of polygons and areas 

of segmentation object by eCongnition 

Level l 2 3 4 

Number of polygon 1377 340 165 109 

Minarea (mラ 10.04 20.15 30.59 40.06 

Max 紅 白 (mヰ 102.64 163.45 2087.22 240.33 

Mean 23.14 48.17 68.75 83.62 

SD 12.01 23.02 32.04 52.08 

CV(%) 51.90 47.80 46.60 62.28 
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category spectral response pattern when c1assifying an 

unknown pixe1. Therefore， authors found a salt剖 ld悶paper

image output particularly in forest road c1assification with 

some scattered pixels. Conversely within this method 

significant information on individual patches of vegetation 

c1ass dis凶butionas well as vegetation density were visibly 

detected. 

The ∞mpactn白 sof image segmentation proo白 swasbased

on a c1ass hierarchy system and this is a key factor 

inf1uencing scale parameter in object-based analysis. In 

addition， c1assification characteristics of segmented object 

considered both spectra1 properties and relationship among 

the object. This approach therefore results in noticeably 

segmented object in forest road c1asses whεre small仕ailsin 

the middle of c1ear-叩 tarea were evidently c1assi五ed.In the 

previous harvesting period， th白 esmall仕ailsor forl白troads 

were used as a bypass of logging machinery and加仕ansport

timber from forest toward the main road. 

3.2 Monitoring of the forest recovery 

The management of forest area relies on detailed 

information and updated knowledge of their nature and 

dis廿ibution.Therefore exploration， utilization and application 

of the latest and novel technologi白 suchas GIS and remote 

sensing technique are essential to enhanced forest 

management system. In Okinawa， forest inventory data of 

也nber凶目白.tingis frequently updated involving pre (before)， 

post (after) and during operation period. Through remote 

sensing technology， problems or piぜ'allsoccurred be伽Teen

these gap could be solved using a good quality image data 

and suitable analysis methods. Added with a good 

interpretation of the c1assification results and forestry 

knowledge， this process in fact help forest stakeholders to 

save cost and time for forest monitoring compared to the 

仕aditionalinventory practiむesfor an e晶cientand improved 

forest management system. 

Highl'白olutiondata isαucial to assist further aα町 acyfor

sample collection， identification and image c1assification. In 

出isstudy authors on1y applied a 4m resolution of IKONOS 

image for bo出c1蹴出回，tionprooesses. In future， alternative 

methods such as using an automatic image白sioncalled Pan-

sharpened algorithm which could be derived from a 

combination of 1m panchromatic and multi-spectral (color) 

images could be used to increase image resolution. Hybrid 

method integrating pixel-based and polygon-based analysis 

(16) is another prospective approach to enhanoe monitoring 

and management s仕a七egyof Yambaru forest area. Hen白，出e

use of LiDAR da也 andaerial photo image wou1d also help to 

]. ]pn. For. Eng. Soc. 28 (1) 2013 

improve classi五回tionresults (15) as well as _g1印mo叩hology

data that will take into consideration to obtain more 

intel'白tingand remarkable output in forthcoming research. 

4. Conclusion 

Insumma巧T， 出isstudy revealed出atclassi五cationby pixel 

based approach was better than object-based for mapping a 

vegetation and land cover type of logged over forest in 

Yambaru. There were four major land cover types det配tedby

bo也c1assifi白，tiontechniques namely Csieboldii forest， mixed 

broad leave forl田t，bare area and forest road c1asses. Authors 

finally compared c1assification results of land cover and 

vegetation structure after few yl回目 of logging activity for 

monitor forest recovery and to enhance forest management 

system. Interpretation of the analysis rl田u1tsare impor句nt的

discover problems 0αur in a specific area and to tind出eb出t

solution in future. The potential use of IKONOS da匂 was

proven and this research result could be an alternative for 

stakeholders and forest managers to help them in decision 

makingpro田sschief1y in monitoring our precious forest and 

environment of Okinawa Island. 
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